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Flatbed Graphic Press

Features
• Job recall™ allows operators to store
numerous settings that can be recalled later
for repeat jobs—or similar jobs—significantly
reducing setup times.
• Maximum image areas from 66 x 97 cm (26" x 38")
to 102 x 142 cm (40" x 56")
• Optional dripless squeegee and stepper-motor peel system

Renegade is the most compact press in the Renegade Series.
Designed for high line-count four-color process printing, Renegades
produce exceptional results by allowing pressure to be focused on
the image area. Standard features include repositionable squeegee/
floodbar pressure cylinders and Job Recall,™ which allows operators
to store settings like peel ratio, dwell time, and start and duration
times for blowback and vacuum. These settings can be recalled
later for repeat jobs—or for any jobs requiring similar settings—
significantly reducing setup times.

Tool-free four-corner off-contact settings allow quick and accurate

Cutting-edge microprocessor technology and sophisticated operator
controls make Renegade easy to operate. There’s a production
speed monitor to ensure more accurate job costing; dial indicators
for vacuum bed adjustments in .0025 cm (.001") increments; and a
patented, electronically adjustable ink retrieval system to keep ink
in the print area. Maintenance-free, brushless AC electric motors
with variable-frequency drives ensure smooth, precise operation.

adjustable gripper-style takeoff, adapts to virtually any substrate.

screen leveling, and front screen loading simplifies and speeds
screen changes. Renegade provides up-front control of SoftVac,™
M&R’s whisper-quiet, high-volume vacuum system. Vacuum and
blowback are each independent and adjustable. Options include
M&R’s dripless squeegee attachment, which automatically flips
to the opposite direction against the front of the floodbar, and
Renegade’s stepper-motor peel system, which provides flat-flood
capability and single-point fingertip control. Sentry,™ M&R’s fully
All equipment from The M&R Companies is built with M&R’s
unsurpassed attention to detail and commitment to quality,
durability, innovation, and design excellence, and is backed by M&R’s
unparalleled 24-hour access to service, support, and premium parts.
It’s no wonder M&R is the first name in screen printing equipment.
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